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Kawneer has been at the forefront 
of innovation since 1906. 
We have partnered with you to bring your most 
ambitious projects to life, redefining our city skylines 
and suburban landscapes. 

We champion sustainable solutions that reduce 
environmental impact.

Using advanced technology to enhance how we 
work, collaborate, manufacture, design and deliver, 
our industry-leading façades provide the freedom 
to challenge the boundaries of design and improve 
surrounding communities. 

A GLOBAL 
TEAM BUILT 
AROUND YOU

BUILDING
BETTER
TOGETHER
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YOUR VISION,  
OUR DEDICATION

Kawneer Collaborative was 
established to offer a premium 
experience to a select audience 
with a focus on your priorities. 
We go further to inspire, protect and create 
lasting legacies together. 

Our vision is to be your partner of choice and  
to create exciting possibilities in the vast building 
construction project space.
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LEGACIES  
BUILT ON  
SOLID VALUES

COLLABORATIVE
We offer a unique partnership approach 
and put our customers at the heart of 
everything we do.

INNOVATIVE
We innovate, deliver and operate as a world-class 
organization, with the flexibility, capability and sustainability 
to enhance your vision and exceed expectations.

PERSONALIZED
We provide a premium bespoke service and 
carefully consider every detail to fulfill your 
individual requirements.

QUALITY
We value expert attention to detail and are 
committed to achieving the highest standards 
in product design and delivery.

RESPECT
We earn the respect of our colleagues, 
customers and contractors, as well as the 
communities in which we build.
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1  INITIAL  
 CONSULTATION

We take a proactive approach to 
the process, working with your team 
from the outset to make sure we 
understand your concept and vision. 

4  SAMPLES 

To maintain your vision, critical 
components are drafted for review. 
Options include aluminum samples, 
3D-printed samples and virtual or 
augmented reality.

2  CONCEPTUAL 
 DETAILS

To confirm our understanding of 
your design intent, we deliver a 2D 
or 3D design package.

5  BUDGET 

We understand your budget 
constraints and provide  
multiple budget reviews  
throughout the design process.  
We work through challenges  
and collaborate to reach  
consensus and find solutions. 

3  PRELIMINARY    
 ENGINEERING

Each design is closely reviewed  
to guarantee a viable solution  
is proposed. 

7 IMMERSIVE   
 ENGAGEMENT

We establish a cloud-based 
interactive environment for your 
contracted deliverables.

8 FOCUSED  
 TEAM

A dedicated team of experts is 
assembled specifically for your 
project. The team is led by a 
project-dedicated manager and 
includes an estimator, façade 
designer, project engineer, 
modeling lead and field technician. 

6 CONTRACT    
 ARRANGEMENT

Whether to design assist or provide 
a complete façade system, we bring 
your vision to reality.

9 MODELED  
 SOLUTIONS

3D modeling allows for effective 
communication among all  
project stakeholders. We cut  
our models to produce project 
specific shop drawings. 

12 FIELD  
 SUPPORT

Throughout the project,  
our dedicated field technician  
will be on site to participate 
in installation, testing and other 
requirements as requested  
by the project. 

11 PHYSICAL  
 PRODUCTION

Kawneer performs all necessary 
steps to manufacture your  
façade. We manage the stages  
of production – design, extrusion, 
finishing, fabrication, assembly  
and glazing – to maintain control 
and delivery of your vision.

10 VIRTUAL  
 PRODUCTION

Our production team repurposes 
the approved project model and 
necessary manufacturing files to 
create the virtual components. 

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE  
FROM START TO FINISH
From ideation to completion, our tailored approach 
is customized to enhance your project.

Whether to design assist or provide a complete 
façade system, we bring your vision to reality. 

We create a personalized BIM360 site,  
an interactive environment for your project,  
to fully capture your vision.

A dedicated team of experts is assembled 
specifically for your project. They will monitor  
all deliverables including budget, to maintain  
sight of your vision. 

We manage design, extrusion, finishing, fabrication, 
assembly and glazing, to maintain control and  
delivery of your vision.
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Occupant comfort and energy efficiency were 
of utmost importance in designing Methodist 
University Hospital’s 450,000-square-foot 
patient tower. 

Extending above an existing emergency 
department, the tight timeline and compact 
site were major challenges for fabrication  
and installation. 

Kawneer’s prefabricated 2500 UT Unitwall® 
System accelerated the precision installation 
and minimized disruption on site. View Smart 
Windows were incorporated to provide 
energy savings, Versoleil® SunShades reduced 
heat gain and GLASSvent® Windows added 
natural ventilation.

Working with contractors and architects, 
Kawneer helped Shorb Tower embody 
advanced patient care through technology  
and design, while adding an interesting 
aesthetic. The main wall’s blue-tinted  
glass creates a stylish jigsaw puzzle pattern  
and optimizes comfort, thermal performance 
and outdoor views.

Shorb Tower at Methodist University Hospital, 
Memphis, TN


